For an operator on a Hilbert space, points in the closure of its numerical range are characterized as either extreme, non-extreme b o u n d a~, or interior in terms of various associated sets of bounded sequences of vectors. These generalize similar results due to Embry, for points in the numerical rangc.
Introduction
Let T be an operator (that is, a bounded linear transformation) on a complex Hilbert space H with inner product ( , ) and associated norm I 11. It is well known that the numerical range W ( T ) = {(Tx, x ) : IIxII = 1, x E H ) \ is a convex subset of the complex plane. Denotsthe closure of W(T) by W(T)-. Theorem 1 of M. R. Embry (1970) characterizes every point z of W ( T ) as either an extreme point, a non-extreme boundary point or an interior point in terms of the subset M Z ( T ) and its linear span, where 
Basic lemmas
In order to establish our characterization for points of W ( T ) we need the following two lemmas. The first, stated without proof, is an easy corollary to Lemma 3 of Majumdar and Sims (to appear).
LEMMA 1. If b is an extreme point of W ( T ) -and L is a line of support for W ( T ) passing though b, then lim((T
-b ) x , , y,) = 0 and lim((T -b)y,,. x,,) = 0 for all ( x , ) E N
,(T> and (Y,) E NL(T).

LEMMA 2. Let z be in the interior o f a line segment lying in W ( T ) -with endpoints a and b. Then N,'(T) c yN,(T).
* PROOF. Without loss of generality we may take a = 1, 
yielding the convexity of W(T). In
contrast with the proof of convexity given by Halmos (1967) . this argument gives two explicit values of r. Das and Craven (1983) and also Majumdar and Sims (to appear). Also note that the result N,(T) is a subspace when z is an extreme point of W(T)-can be deduced as a corollary to Lemma 1. Homogeneity being obvious, we prove linearity. Let (xj;"). (s,(:') E N,(T). Thus (x!:'), (xi2)) E NL(T) where L is a line of support for W(T) passing through z. But N,(T) is a subspace. So (xi1) + xi2)) E NL(T). Now since (xL1') E N,(T), I = 1.2 and (x!" + xi2)) E NL(T), by Lemma 1 we have lim((T -z)xL1), xL1) + xA2)) = 0 for I = 1 , 2 and hence lim((T -z)(xL1) + xi2)), xA1) + xk2') = 0 as required. 
Characterization of W( T )
THEOREM
PROOF. (i) See
